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Welcome Message
From the

Managing
Director
The world is changing
faster than ever.
Rapid progress in technology is changing many aspects of our lives.
The internet, mobile phones, laptops – they have been with us for a
number of years.
But many experts predict the rate of digital change will move even
quicker in the next few years. This is because more and more of our
everyday devices will be linked directly to the internet.

DATO’
BEH HUCK LEE
Managing Director
Eupe Corporation Berhad

Being linked means they’ll be able to talk to each other, exchanging
more information and in the process becoming ‘smarter’.
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Instead of just smart phones,
we’ll have smart lights, smart
air conditioning, smart
security - just to name a few
of the gadgets that will not
only cater for our lifestyle
needs, they’ll also anticipate
them in advance.

One of the more exciting changes is likely to be the way buildings are built and designed.
We’ll see large buildings being constructed piece by piece off site through ultra-precise digital
design, then being literally ‘clicked’ together on site.
This opens up many exciting possibilities to design and build new spaces and architectural forms
that are more innovative and more durable than ever.
At Eupe we have always embraced change.
That’s why we’re seen as one of Malaysia’s leading innovators in property development.
With all these new technologies quickly approaching, the next few years is going to be an exciting time for property development. It will also give us more exciting options to achieve our
objective at Eupe of building the best lifestyles for all our customers.
Finally I want to wish everyone all the very best for a safe and prosperous Chinese New Year.

As these smart gadgets become more connected and widely available, houses and
apartments will be built with more of them to save on living costs and make life more

It’s a time when we come together as family and friends and enjoy the company of those dearest
to us.

enjoyable and sustainable.

It’s also a time to reflect and be grateful for the many blessings we have been given.

This means spending less time organising the little things in our lives and more time

On behalf of everyone at Eupe, I sincerely hope that the Year of the Goat is a healthy and happy

enjoying the more important things.

one for all our customers, partners and supporters.
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THE WEAVE
- SNEAK
PREVIEW
ATTRACTS
A CROWD
The sneak preview of The Weave’s show gallery gave potential
homebuyers in Kuala Lumpur a taste of Eupe’s plans to raise the bar
on modern living in Malaysia’s capital.
The sneak preview, held over the weekend of November 8 and 9,
attracted more than 300 people.
View from Water Lounge at The Weave’s
Healthy Zone
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Swimming pool area
- part of The Weave’s Active Zone

Mr. Danniel Tan, The Weave’s Project and Marketing Manager, said he

Mr. Tan said he was really pleased that the response had been

was extremely pleased with the reaction.

overwhelmingly positive.

‘We wanted to give people a sneak preview of what we’re planning for

‘The building’s design and architecture was one of the key points that

The Weave so we could hear their views on the overall concept

people said they really liked – it’s seen as something very

and design.’

distinctive and very iconic for Cheras.’

‘We also wanted to hear their feedback so we can fine-tune our product
before we finalise all the design details.’
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‘There was also a lot of positive
comments about The Weave’s
lifestyle concept, particularly
how we have designed and
organized the 32 facilities into
four distinct zones – Leisure
Zone, Healthy Zone, Passive Zone
and Active Zone’, Mr. Tan said.

THE
WEAVE
SHOW
GALLERY
Wisma TT, 185-5, 5th Floor, Jalan Lancang,
Taman Seri Bahtera, Cheras, Kuala Lumpur.
MONDAY - FRIDAY • 10am - 6pm
Saturday • 10am - 2pm

The Weave’s floating sky gym, which will command peerless views across Cheras to the
centre of Kuala Lumpur, was also a big talking point among those who came along to the
sneak preview.
Mr. Tan said the response was also particularly pleasing because Eupe had worked hard
to find out what potential customers would want from the development, through market

More than 300 people attended Eupe’s
sneak preview of The Weave

research and other feedback.
‘So we’re really pleased that the time we’ve spent listening to the market has paid off.’
‘We’re always keen to hear feedback and improve our offering to make sure buyers get the
best-designed product with the best facilities at the best value.’

For sales inquiries, please contact:

Brendon Low • 012-646 8861
Danniel Tan • 012-423 6662
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Eupe has long been a big supporter of the local community in its
home town of Sungai Petani in Kedah.
And last month it staged the Building Hope Charity Fair which
raised nearly RM50,000 in much-needed funds to support three
very important local charities.
They include an orphanage, a group providing dialysis services and
an elderly people’s home.
The Fair, which was organised by Eupe’s staff, hosted a number of
family-oriented events and activities.

EUPE’S

‘ BUILDING
HOPE’

They included food and drink stalls, cut-price haircuts, special
souvenirs featuring the Building Hope logo, as well as lots of
giveaways and prizes.

CHARITY FAIR

GIVES A HELPING HAND
TO THOSE IN NEED
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Eupe Managing Director Dato Beh Huck Lee with Eupe staff
and other community contributors to the Charity Fair

Support also came from a number of local and national businesses which donated their
products as well as time to help make the Fair a success.
Held at Eupe’s headquarters in Wisma Ria, the Fair attracted more than 700 people.
One of the many Eupe staff who helped organised the Fair, Ms. Felycia Ooi, said the turnout
and support from the community was tremendous.
‘We’ve really appreciated the support, especially from those businesses who helped contribute to and sponsor the Fair’s activities and other attractions’, Ms. Ooi said.
‘Everyone who came along had a lot of fun and in the process helped raise money for some
very worthy causes. It was a real team effort.’
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Eupe’s Managing Director, Dato Beh Huck Lee, said Eupe staff had
really got behind the idea of helping to build a better future for
those in need.
‘A key part of our company values has always been to help the
community that have helped us grow as a company’, Dato Beh said.
‘That’s why we invest in the community through a range of activities
like supporting young people with their education costs and
scholarships, as well as helping out with building projects for
deserving community groups.’
‘Eupe staff worked closely with these charities and other community
groups to make the Fair a success.’
‘Working with these organisations helps us to see the importance of
growing the same spirit of giving and helping in our company.’
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The Meaning Behind
the Fair’s Logo
The Building Hope logo was created and drawn by Eupe’s Corporate Head of
Design and Marketing, Datin Michelle Gan.
Datin Gan explained the inspiration for the logo came to her from the simple
idea that even the smallest gesture of support can build hope and a better
world for others who are less fortunate.
‘The image has people of different races, cultures and ages, (even a dog and
a cat) - coming together, hands held.’
‘The idea is to show how important it is to build and spread hope for others
across colour, culture or creed.’
‘It is to remind ourselves that each of us can make a difference. Each of us
can light a lamp and together we can light the sky.’
T-shirts, bottles and cups with the Building Hope logo were on sale at the
Charity Fair.
They can also be purchased by visiting Eupe’s office at Taman Ria, Sungai
Petani or by calling Eupe during office hours.
All proceeds from these sales will go to the organisations supported by the
Charity Fair.
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AT NOVUM,

THE BEST IN
LIFESTYLE
FACILITIES
MAKE YOU THE CELEBRITY!

Eupe’s Novum development in South Bangsar has been designed to
offer the latest in contemporary and innovative lifestyle facilities.
Each of Novum’s facilities will come together into a complete
lifestyle package that will elevate contemporary living to new

Residents will be able to book Novum’s entertainment facilities and
experience cinema-style viewing in luxurious comfort

heights in Kuala Lumpur’s most desirable suburb.
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The Celebrity Kitchen is one of a number of ground-breaking
features that epitomises the latest thinking behind Novum’s
lifestyle design and planning.
The Kitchen will incorporate the latest in professional
cooking facilities, allowing residents or their designated chef
to create culinary masterpieces.
The Kitchen will be linked to a lavish yet intimate dining area
that hosts small to medium size dinner or lunch gatherings.
Eupe’s General Manager Mr. Nic Foo, said the Celebrity
Kitchen concept was becoming a popular feature in
upmarket apartment projects in major cities around
the world.
‘The idea behind the Celebrity Kitchen is to create a
luxurious yet convenient environment where guests can
either cook for themselves, or hire their very own chef to
prepare their own special menu of great food,’ he said.

Relax in comfort after a fine meal at Novum’s Celebrity Kitchen
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The dining area is
planned around
creating your own
exclusive yet relaxed
dining environment to
host family and friends.
‘While many people enjoy going out to their favourite

Novum will also boast a sophisticated business centre to cater

restaurant, this is all about bringing everything you need for

for the occasional work or study needs of residents, or create a

memorable fine dining right to your doorstep.’

whole-of-office experience for those people who choose to work

‘It’s about creating luxury and convenience that puts Novum
residents at the centre of the latest lifestyle directions.’
Other facilities that will be part of Novum’s unique lifestyle
package include a multi-purpose hall where residents can host
larger gatherings and parties.

The Celebrity Kitchen will offer state-of-the-art
cooking facilities for a sumptuous dining experience

from home.
The business centre will have state-of-the-art video and phone
conferencing facilities, a conference room, break-out rooms for
meetings as well as relaxed discussion and study areas.
The centre will be serviced by the latest and fastest in

For sales inquiries, please contact:

03-6211 1857
Eric Choong • 016-220 4209

digital connectivity.
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LATEST NEWS

Eupe
Social
Media

SUSTAINABILITY

Unique ideas for furniture made of cardboard - and they are 100% recyclable!
http://www.designrulz.com/design/2013/04/100-recyclablecardboard-makes-thecheapest-pieces-of-furniture-in-the-world/

As more people go online to find their new home or
property investment, Eupe continues to widen its social
media presence.

Awesome DIY paper lanterns and lamps.
http://www.architecturendesign.net/20-amazing-diy-paper-lanterns-and-lamps/

We regularly post the best design, sustainability and
property news from Malaysia and around the world on our
Facebook and Twitter pages.
They also feature the latest news and sales information on
Eupe’s home and apartment developments.
For regular updates and posts, join us on Facebook
and Twitter.
Here’s a selection of our most popular online posts over the
past three months.

Have you ever heard of a LEED-certified building? Did you know Eupe designed
and built Malaysia’s first LEED-certified building – Sky Residences in Sungai Petani,
Kedah? Find out more about how to save energy as well as the environment with a
LEED-certified home.
http://freshome.com/2014/10/09/what-is-a-leed-certified-home/

EUPE’S
PROJECTS

Big crowds turn up to get a sneak preview of The Weave’s sales gallery. More than
300 people came through the sales gallery to see exactly why The Weave will raise
the bar on modern living.
https://www.facebook.com/eupecorpbhd/photos/pcb.403362629811861/4033616964786
21/?type=1&theater
The sneak preview of The Weave’s sales gallery is happening tomorrow! To find out
more about Eupe’s groundbreaking residential project in Cheras, visit our gallery!
https://www.facebook.com/eupecorpbhd/photos/pcb.401624789985645/4016243766523
53/?type=1&theater
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INTERIOR
AND DÉCOR

Easy tips you can use to design your own wardrobe.
http://www.home-designing.com/2010/01/bedroom-closets-and-wardrobes
Stunning bathroom designs that represent the essence of luxury.
http://www.home-designing.com/2014/09/luxurious-bathrooms-with-stunning-design-details
Remarkable staircase designs that can make every home interior unique.
http://www.stylisheve.com/22-very-unique-staircases-that-will-inspire-you/
Exciting child’s bedroom design every kid will fall in love with.
http://www.architecturendesign.net/15-creative-and-cool-kids-bedroom-furniture-designs/
Living in an apartment, love plants but have no time to take care of them? Air plants
might be exactly what you’re looking for!
http://www.designrulz.com/design/2014/05/discovered-unique-beauty-air-plants/

ARCHITECTURE
AND DESIGN

Endless city’- conceptual skyscraper designed as a vertical city in London. Read more on:
http://www.dezeen.com/2014/09/01/endless-city-by-sure-architecture-conceptual-skyscraperlondon/
Beautiful architectural design inspired by coral reefs. Building’s sustainable design
features include solar roofs, green terraces, and sky villas.
h ttp://inhabitat.com/egyptian-windcatchers-cool-vincen-callebauts-the-gate-residence-inspired-by-coral-reefs/
New LEGO house museum unveiled in Denmark, and it looks like a gigantic stack of toy
bricks!
http://inhabitat.com/big-unveils-concept-plans-for-the-lego-house-museum-in-denmark/thelego-experience-big-5/?extend=1
Spectacular exterior design with water features and brilliant landscaping that makes
these homes the height of luxury.
http://www.home-designing.com/2014/09/21-mesmerizing-exteriors

Join us on
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Download
the Eupe App

Don’t forget to
download Eupe’s very
own app!
The free app means you get all the latest information about Eupe’s
projects at your fingertips including:
• Latest information and updates on all Eupe’s residential projects
• Projected selling prices of our current projects
• A handy calculator to work out financing

The Eupe app

is now available at the app store
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Our Favourite
Web Links

At Eupe, we spend a lot of our time keeping up to date with the latest in
design and décor as well as sustainability trends from around the world.
Here’s some of our favourite web links. We think you’ll like them too.
If you have a design and decor web link you’d like to share with us,
please let us know via our Facebook or Twitter sites.

www.architecturendesign.net

www.home-designing.com

www.fastcoexist.com

www.icreatived.com

www.weburbanist.com

www.inhabitat.com
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Luxury
Living
Immersed
In Nature
Nestled among the gentle hills and lush greens of mainland
Penang is one of the area’s signature residential developments.
Alma Hillpark features innovative, contemporary architecture,
spacious landscaping that maximises the contours and flows
of the natural environment, all encompassed by a gated and
guarded community concept.
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The project is being developed by Sunrise Manner and managed
by Eupe, and is situated near Bukit Mertajam, one of mainland
Penang’s emerging residential and commercial precincts.
Alma Hillpark comprises 256 spacious homes over 40 acres of
gently sloping land, and has been carefully planned to create a
feeling of luxury hilltop living.
The home designs include double and double-and-half storey
houses and bungalows that have all been meticulously planned to
maximise space and flexibility.
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‘We’ve masterplanned the project into six residential zones, all built
aroundnatural features and exclusive facilities’, the head of Sunrise
Manner, Mr. Teo Chew Kow said.
‘These include an extensive man-made lake and other water
features, a Kids Fun Park, extensive cycling and jogging tracks as
well as a residents-only clubhouse.’
The clubhouse is a distinctive and integral part of the development,
boasting a spacious ‘infinity’ swimming pool, state-of-the-art gym,
jacuzzi and sauna, barbecue and cafeteria areas to relax with family
and friends, as well as an eye-catching sky-bridge.
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‘Each of Alma Hillpark’s six precincts, with names such as

While immersed in green hills, Alma Hillpark is also just a few

Lakeview and Hillgarden, have their own distinctive character,

minutes from supermarkets, including Tesco and Jusco, schools

yet all are linked by the concept of naturally luxurious living’,

and other convenient facilities and amenities in Bukit Mertajam.

Mr. Teo said.
‘Whether you are looking to raise a family on nature’s doorstep
or looking for a lifestyle that is all about serenity and peace of
mind, Alma Hillpark is designed to cater for a wide range of
lifestyle aspirations.’

For sales inquiries, please contact:

04-5388 388

It is also a short drive to major highways which connect directly
to the urban and cultural buzz of Penang Island.
Another key feature of the development will be exceptional
security features such as 24-hour security patrol, smart card
access and CCTV.
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Eupe People

MEET THE
PEOPLE
BEHIND THE
EUPE NAME.
What does your role at Eupe involve?

My role is to oversee the designs and the marketing of the properties we create.
It is very important that the design and marketing roles are linked. That’s because by talking
to customers and understanding what they want and need via our marketing and customer
feedback processes, we get a very good feel of what they are looking for from a design and
lifestyle perspective.

DATIN
MICHELLE GAN
CORPORATE HEAD,
DESIGN & MARKETING
Eupe Corporation Berhad

Our business philosophy is to create maximum customer satisfaction through building trust.
We want to build properties that are not only striking and innovative but are practical as well
- that can enhance lifestyles and allow a family to live and grow.
At the end of the day we want our customers to know and trust the fact that what we build
for them is designed to leave a lasting and positive legacy for them and their communities.
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Why is getting the design concept right so important in the

What are the key aspects of good design you look for to

property development process?

incorporate into Eupe’s property concepts and design?

The design concept is the heart of every one of our developments.
It determines how people will live and it carries your name, your reputation, your philosophy
and everything behind that.
We want our property designs to be icons which stand out. But most of all, we want them to
be sustainable living spaces which have a long-term positive impact on the lives of the buyers
and the communities in which we build.
In short, design defines us as a company. Hence it is crucial that we get it right.

From the exterior, the design should stand out and not merely merge with the surrounds.
It should be distinctive, iconic and different in such a unique way that makes our customers
proud to live there.
It should take advantage of the natural elements in the surroundings. Natural wind and
light should be harnessed and the flow of spaces has to be fluid so they flow into one
another seamlessly.
At the same time, spaces have to be sensible and practical – this is where internal layouts
that are carefully planned come in. Good space utilisation is important to make sure
useable space for comfortable living is maximised wherever possible.

Where do you source your design ideas?

Everyone lives differently, but if we can provide a safe, relaxing haven for our buyers, or an
environment that can inspire for work, I think we would have achieved our aims.

Everywhere! Books, magazines, online architectural and design sites, travel, as well as architect
and designer friends who inspire me.

What do you do in your spare time?

Travel is a wonderful source of ideas as people in different places have different ideas about
how things like design and sustainable living are done. Everything can be a source of design

I love to paint. It allows the creativity and ideas I bring to my work to develop and flow in

inspiration – colours, textures, objects, moods, the list goes on and on …!

a more artistic setting. My painting style has a lot of colour and pushes the boundaries of
imagination so I think there is definitely a crossover with what I do in my role at work.
I recently had my first exhibition and I was pleasantly surprised with and honoured by the
wonderful reaction to my art from so many people. I plan to do more!
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EUPE CORPORATION BERHAD (150839-X)
5th Floor, Wisma Ria, Taman Ria,
08000 Sungai Petani, Kedah Darul Aman, Malaysia.
T. +604-441 4888 F. +604-441 4714 / +604-425 1152

